
1. Call to order.

2. Roll Call.
Bruce Goines
Dennis Rodoni
Sashi McEntee
Julie McMillan
Rachel Kertz

3. Agenda Adjustments.

4. Open time for public expression.
The public is welcome to address the Board of Directors at this time on matters not on the agenda
that are within the jurisdiction of the Board. Please be advised that pursuant to the Government
Code Section 54954.2, the board is not permitted to discuss or take action on any matter not on
the agenda. Comments may be no longer than three minutes and should be respectful to the
community. Please silence your cell phones during the meeting / mute your microphone when
not reporting out.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AGENDA
Thursday February 4, 2021

10:00 AM 

https://zoom.us/j/99385985130
Or Telephone:
669-900-6833

Meeting ID: 993 8598 5130

For those joining by phone use: *9 to “raise your hand” and *6 to mute/unmute 

ATTENTION: This will be a virtual meeting of the Board of Directors of the Marin Wildfire Prevention 
Authority pursuant to Executive Order N-29-20 issued by the Governor of the State of California. 
There will not be a public location for participating in this meeting, but any interested member of the 
public can participate telephonically by utilizing the dial-in information printed on this agenda.
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5. Update on Environmental Compliance Process and Discuss Next Steps.
Recommendation: That the Executive Committee review and comment on the latest Remy Moose
Manley memo and draft Environmental Consultant RFP.

a. MWPA Staff Report - RMM Memo and Draft RFP
RMM Memo and Draft RFP Staff Rept.pdf

b. Remy Moose Manley memo
Followup memo to Exec Comm re CEQA questions.pdf

c. MWPA Draft Request For Proposals Environmental Services 1-28-2021
MWPA Draft RFP Environmental Svcs 1.28.2021.pdf

6. Communications Strategy Development.
Recommendation: that the Board President create an ad hoc subcommittee to support the
Executive Officer and the staff of FIRESafe Marin to create a communications strategy for the
MWPA.

a. MWPA Staff Report - Communications Strategy Development
Comm. Strategy Dev -Staff Rpt.pdf

7. Grizzly Corps Partnership/Application.
Recommendation: apply for a GrizzlyCorps fellow to be assigned to the MWPA.

a. MWPA Staff Report - Grizzly Corps
Grizzly Corps Staff Rept.pdf

8. Grand Jury Report.
Recommendation: instruct the Executive Officer to work with the Board President and Vice
President to draft the MWPA’s response for Board approval at the February 18 Board of Directors
Meeting.

a. MWPA Staff Report - Grand Jury Report
Grand Jury Staff Rept.pdf

9. MWPA Regular Board Meeting Agenda Planning for February 18, 2021.
Recommendation: that the Executive Committee review and provide direction regarding the draft
agenda for the MWPA Regular Board Meeting of Thursday February 18, 2021.

a. MWPA Board Agenda 2.18.2021
BOD Agenda 2.18.21.pdf

10. Information Items.

11. Committee Member Request Future Agenda Items.

12. Adjourn.
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In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate
in this meeting, please contact the MWPA at 415-539-MWPA (6972). Notification at least 48 hours
prior to the meeting will enable the Agency to make reasonable accommodation to help insure
accessibility to this meeting.

Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Board of Directors regarding any item on this
agenda after the distribution of the original packet will be made available for public inspection at 28
Liberty Ship Way, Suite 2800, Sausalito CA 94965. *Note as of 4/30/20 offices are closed to the public.
Therefore, documents will be made available upon request and will be available online at
www.marinwildfire.org

Notice is hereby given that the Board of Directors may discuss and/or take action on any or all of the
items listed on this agenda. If any of these matters above are challenged in Court, you may be limited
to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at any public hearing described on this agenda,
or in written correspondence delivered at, or prior to, this Council meeting. Judicial review of an
administrative decision of the Board of Directors must be filed with the Court not later than the 90th
day following the date of the Board meeting decision (Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6)

I certify that this agenda was posted on the Public Notice Bulletin Board on or before Monday,
February 1, 2021 at 10:00 a.m.

_________________________________________________
Mark Brown, Executive Officer
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MARIN WILDFIRE PREVENTION AUTHORITY 

STAFF REPORT 

For the Meeting of February 4, 2021 

To: Marin Wildfire Prevention Executive Committee 

From: Mark Brown, Executive Officer 

Subject: Update on Environmental Compliance Process and Discuss Next Steps 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the Executive Committee review and comment on the latest Remy Moose Manley memo 
and draft Environmental Consultant request for proposals. 

BACKGROUND 

In an effort to ensure good environmental stewardship and the ability to draft a well-conceived 
RFP for an environmental consultant, the MWPA has asked a series of questions of Remy 
Moose Manley (RMM).  RMM responded with an initial memo and the Board of Directors 
created an ad hoc subcommittee to draft follow up questions and to serve as a resource for the 
Executive Officer during the drafting of the RFP. 

ANALYSIS 

RMM has provided a thorough analysis of our submitted questions as well as several sample 
RFPs that have been issued for similar services.  The RMM analysis has given MWPA a solid 
foundation with which to guide the development of our RFP.   

We propose the draft RFP is reviewed by the Executive Committee so that this group may 
provide feedback to the Executive Officer for further revisions before the document is reviewed 
by the Board of Directors at the February 18 meeting.  The goal of the RFP is to bring on board a 
competent and experienced environmental consultant to perform the necessary steps for 
environmental compliance for MWPA Core projects.  Additionally, we are requesting the 
consultant to offer the same fee schedule to our member agencies for Local Mitigation projects 
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in order to create consistency in environmental compliance and to decrease workload on the 
member agencies. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The financial impact cannot be determined at this time.   

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW:  

The review and drafting of the RFP is not a “project” under the California Environmental Quality 
Act, because it does not involve an activity which has the potential to cause a direct or 
reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment. (Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 
21065).   

Respectfully submitted,  

Mark Brown 
Executive Officer  

Attachments: RMM Memo 
  Draft RFP 
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M E M O R A N D U M  

 
 
 
To: Executive Committee of the Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority 
 
From:  Sabrina Teller and James Moose 
 
Date:  January 29, 2021 
 
Re:  Further legal advice following 12/8/20 CEQA Subcommittee Meeting 
 

 
 
In the December 8, 2020, CEQA RFP Subcommittee meeting, the committee members 
developed additional questions regarding the advice and recommendations that we 
previously provided to the Board in November 2020 regarding compliance with CEQA 
for projects in the current Work Plan and planning for future projects within the 
Authority’s jurisdiction. Below, we have provided our responses to the questions as they 
were posed to us. 
 
Clarification of Terms/Concepts 

1. “Reasonably Foreseeable”  - What is a “reasonably foreseeable” time frame for 
our CEQA purposes? For purposes of a PEIR, it seems like MWPA would want 
this to be for as long as possible to allow for long-term planning. But for purposes 
of an Initial Study or PSA for individual projects, MWPA would want the time 
horizon for any “reasonably foreseeable” impacts to be as short as possible.  How 
do we reasonably define and defend these time horizons?   

The term “reasonably foreseeable” is not specifically defined in the CEQA statutes or 
Guidelines. Rather, it is framed more broadly by what it is not: “A change which is 
speculative or unlikely to occur is not reasonably foreseeable.”1 CEQA Guidelines, 
section 15144, addressing the need to forecast future events in an EIR, states that 
“[w]hile foreseeing the unforeseeable is not possible, an agency must use its best efforts 
to find out and disclose all that it reasonably can.”  

Some additional guidance on the meaning of “reasonably foreseeable” can also be 
gleaned from the definition of the related term “effects,” which appears in CEQA 

                                                           
1 CEQA Guidelines, §15064, subd. (d)(3) [discussing duty to evaluate indirect physical 
changes]. 
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Guidelines section 15358. The general concept defined there includes two components: 
direct effects; and “[i]ndirect or secondary effects[.]” The latter concept, relevant here, is 
described as including effects that “are caused by the project and are later in time or 
farther removed in distance [than direct effects], but are still reasonably foreseeable. 
Indirect or secondary effects may include growth-inducing effects and other effects 
related to induced changes in the pattern of land use, population density, or growth rate, 
and related effects on air and water and other natural systems, including ecosystems.”  

This definition is somewhat helpful insofar as it makes it clear that an indirect impact 
may occur “later in time or farther removed in distance” than a direct impact. But the 
examples provided of such indirect impacts, which relate to growth inducement, are not 
particularly helpful in our situation, as the wildfire prevention projects that the MWPA 
and its member agencies will be pursuing typically do not set the stage for additional 
development. Rather, such projects try to protect existing development or contribute to 
forest health. 

In sum, there are no clear rules governing where, on an analytical continuum, an agency 
should draw the line between reasonably foreseeable impacts that can be meaningfully 
discerned or predicted, on the one hand, and speculation that will not produce reliable or 
meaningful conclusions, on the other. Thus, as with many other similar CEQA issues 
involving the application of broad general concepts, all that an agency can do is to explain 
its conclusions and support them with substantial evidence. Here, the precise question 
posed to us is what constitutes a “reasonably foreseeable” time period for assessing the 
direct and indirect impacts of MWPA’s various activities.2 There is simply no 
quantifiable answer. Because of the flexibility of the term as used in CEQA and the 
substantial discretion afforded to lead agencies to define the scope and timing of their 
own projects, the MWPA may assume a duration for the activities carried out under its 
program of whatever length is “reasonable,” as long as there is some substantial evidence 
to support the time frame selected.  

An additional point to consider is that the length of time that activities or effects may 
occur is not the sole determinant of the severity of the impact. An agency need not 
assume that the time frame of the activities covered under a PEIR or the ongoing 
maintenance that may be contemplated for an individual project after the initial 
treatment activity must be short in order to be found less than significant. The 
significance of an impact that would result from the implementation of a project most 

                                                           
2 See, e.g., Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California 
(1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 398–399 (an EIR must address the impacts of “reasonably 
foreseeable” future activities related to the proposed project). 
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often depends on the magnitude of the initial change in the environment, and not as 
much on whether there are ongoing maintenance-type activities, although the latter 
would certainly be a consideration for assessing cumulative impacts. We recommend that 
you use your best efforts to estimate the most realistic time frames for your projects based 
on your programming and wildfire prevention needs and let the results of the resulting 
impact determinations dictate what type of exemption or environmental review document 
you prepare for your projects.  

 
2. Class 4 Exemptions (§15304(i)):  Under what conditions can fuels treatments go 

to or beyond 100’ under 15304 (e.g., critical ingress/egress corridors, steep slopes, 
etc. within the High and Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones)? What actions 
need to be articulated and what type of supporting documentation should be 
provided to justify this? 
 

The Class 4 categorical exemption, found in section 15304 of the CEQA Guidelines 
(located within title 14 of the California Code of Regulations), reads, in pertinent part, as 
follows: 

Class 4 consists of minor public or private alterations in the condition of 
land, water, and/or vegetation which do not involve removal of healthy, 
mature, scenic trees except for forestry or agricultural purposes. Examples 
include, but are not limited to: 

*** 

(i)  Fuel management activities within 30 feet of structures to reduce the 
volume of flammable vegetation, provided that the activities will not 
result in the taking of endangered, rare, or threatened plant or animal 
species or significant erosion and sedimentation of surface waters. This 
exemption shall apply to fuel management activities within 100 feet of a 
structure if the public agency having fire protection responsibility for the 
area has determined that 100 feet of fuel clearance is required due to 
extra hazardous fire conditions. 

This example presents an obvious challenge for activities proposed beyond 100 feet. 
Normally, if an agency invokes an exemption for a proposal of a type presented in an 
example such as this one but makes the proposal bigger and (presumably) more 
environmentally damaging, the agency should assume that the exemption probably does 
not apply. To our knowledge, though, this principle is not an absolute. It might 
sometimes be possible to undertake fuel management activities somewhat more grandiose 
than what is described in the example and still be exempt. A reviewing court might be 
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skeptical, however; so it behooves the agency proceeding with a proposal larger than the 
example version to clearly document its reason for proceeding with the exemption.  
 
For the MWPA and its member agencies’ purposes, we advise that some sort of technical 
memorandum be prepared. Otherwise, a court is unlikely to uphold the application of the 
exemption to activities beyond the 100-foot suggested limit. Based on the language of 
section 15304, the memorandum should explain and/or document why the project:  

 Involves only “minor” alterations to land (we suggest emphasizing the 
temporary nature of the activities, and the fact that plants, after getting cut 
back, grow back); 

 Does not involve the removal of any mature scenic trees; 
 Does not occur on lands with a slope of greater than 10 percent; 
 Does not occur in any waterway or wetland; 
 Does not result in the taking of endangered, rare, or threatened plant or animal 

species; and 
 Does not result in significant erosion and sedimentation of surface waters.  

 
As noted above, the default example of an exempt fuel management project allows fuel 
reduction up to 100 feet from structures only where “the public agency having fire 
protection responsibility for the area has determined that 100 feet of fuel clearance is 
required due to extra hazardous fire conditions.” This language suggests that the example 
should not be expanded without a very good reason. We therefore suggest that, as part of 
the technical memorandum, the agency identify any documents characterizing fire danger 
in the general area. The greater the fire danger, the stronger the legal defense will be. It 
would not hurt to also include general information from other sources, such as Cal Fire, 
about the extreme fire danger facing areas where people live very close to dense 
flammable vegetation.  

The kind of fire conditions that may qualify as “extra hazardous” to justify 100 feet (or 
more) of fuel clearance is not defined in the exemption. Nor did we find any published 
guidance from the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) regarding this 
determination under the exemption. One possible interpretation for MWPA to consider 
applying is that they correspond to Cal FIRE’s Fire Hazard Severity Zones (FHSZ) for 
State Responsibility Areas (SRA) and Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones (VHFHSZ) 
in Local Responsibility Areas (LRA). Since these zones were the result of a model that 
considers fire behavior, and since the zone designations are intended to shape mitigation 
strategies to address fire risk, consideration of these zones seems appropriate in making 
MWPA’s own determinations about where the 100-foot clearance might be justified 
within its jurisdiction. MWPA could also consider more localized determinations that 
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take into account site-specific factors such as proximity of important infrastructure, 
structure and population density, vegetation types, recent fire history, the condition of 
nearby evacuation routes, or other factors that MWPA deems relevant. As always under 
CEQA, an agency that invokes the “extra hazardous fire conditions” rationale for 
applying the Class 4 exemption to 100-foot fuel clearance projects should explain the 
facts and reasoning supporting that determination.3 But because the factors relevant to 
making an “extra hazardous” condition determination are not stated in CEQA, MWPA 
has the discretion to articulate its own reasonable standards. In November 2020, the 
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research published a draft Fire Hazard Planning 
Technical Advisory4 as part of its General Plan advisory series. The draft advisory 
outlines factors that agencies could consider in preparing their communities’ fire hazard 
and risk assessment. These factors may be useful to the Authority in developing its own 
criteria for making “extra hazardous” conditions determinations. 
 

3. Emergency Projects (Pub. Res. Code § 21080(b)(4); see also 14 CCR §15269):  
This statutory exemption applies to “Specific actions necessary to prevent or 
mitigate an emergency.”  Given that MWPA’s work is intended to prevent 
wildfires (emergencies), can the Authority rely on this exemption?  You addressed 
this briefly in the memo, but it focused on subsection (b)(3), which appears to 
require an emergency declaration.  Please provide analysis of the seemingly broad 
statutory exemption and related CEQA regulation for prevention and mitigation of 
an emergency. In this time of massive wildfires aren’t we trying to prevent such 
wildfire emergencies?  Time is of the essence and perhaps the emergency projects 
statutory exemption could be relied upon for some MWPA projects. Some of us 
having worked on many CEQA projects for other purposes believe that it does not 
have to be an imminent emergency “today” for this exemption to apply and 
perhaps it can be viewed as a near term (or possibly even longer term) emergency 
if not abated.  In many situations it would appear that wildfire prevention activities 
may be applicable for this statutory emergency exemption.  
 

While it is certainly true that the lengthening seasonal threat of wildfires feels like an 
“emergency,” as most people commonly understand it, when it comes to claiming the 

                                                           
3 See, e.g., a citizen group’s critique of the lack of any supporting assessment or facts in 
the record for a determination by the University of California at San Francisco (UCSF) 
of the need for 100-foot clearance on Mt. Sutro. https://sfforest.org/2013/09/15/ucsfs-
urgent-fire-safety-on-mt-sutro-how-true/ 
 
4 https://opr.ca.gov/docs/20201109-Draft_Wildfire_TA.pdf 
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emergency exemption at Public Resources Code section 21080, subdivision (b)(4), the 
standards that have been developed under the case law are more restrictive. That section 
provides that CEQA does not apply to “specific actions necessary to prevent or mitigate 
an emergency.” “Emergency is defined in the CEQA Guidelines as “a sudden, 
unexpected occurrence, involving a clear and imminent danger, demanding immediate 
action to prevent or mitigate loss of, or damage to life, health, property, or essential 
public services. Emergency includes such occurrences as fire, flood, earthquake, or other 
soil or geologic movements, as well as occurrences as riot, accident, or sabotage.”5 “This 
definition ‘limits an emergency to an “occurrence,” not a condition, and...the occurrence 
must involve a “clear and imminent danger, demanding immediate action.”’”6  
 
In CREED-21 v. City of San Diego (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 488, 506, the court further 
explained: 
  

“Because CEQA and the Guidelines do not contain any provisions for 
environmental review of emergency projects, any emergency work completed 
pursuant to an emergency exemption and permit is deemed to be done outside 
of CEQA’s requirements and therefore no subsequent environmental review 
of that completed work is required. ‘[T]he question of [environmental] impact 
is irrelevant to the emergency exemption.... [T]he text of the emergency 
exemption does not address the question of impact [on the environment]. 
Indeed, the self-evident purpose of the exemption is to provide an escape from 
the EIR requirement despite a project’s clear, significant impact.’” [Citation.] 
Whether the work completed pursuant to an emergency exemption and permit 
is a short-term or ‘stop-gap’ measure or long-term or ‘permanent’ 
construction, that work is exempt from CEQA’s environmental review 
provisions.”7  

 
This exemption “does not include long-term projects undertaken for the purpose of 
preventing or mitigating a situation that has a low probability of occurrence in the short-
term, but this exclusion does not apply (i) if the anticipated period of time to conduct an 
                                                           
5 CEQA Guidelines, § 15359, italics added. 
 
6 CalBeach Advocates v. City of Solana Beach (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 529, 536, original 
italics (CalBeach Advocates). 
 
7Quoting Western Municipal Water Dist. v. Superior Court (1987) 187 Cal.App.3d 
1104, 1113 (Western Municipal Water Dist.), footnote omitted. 
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environmental review of such a long-term project would create a risk to public health, 
safety or welfare, or (ii) if activities (such as fire or catastrophic risk mitigation or 
modifications to improve facility integrity) are proposed for existing facilities in response 
to an emergency at a similar existing facility.”8  
 
As this formulation suggests, a key factor in assessing whether an emergency might be 
sufficiently imminent to allow for preventive action under the exemption is whether the 
potential emergency of concern might foreseeably occur before environmental review 
could be completed. “‘The theory behind these exemptions is that if a project arises for 
which the lead agency simply cannot complete the requisite paperwork within the time 
constraints of CEQA, then pursuing the project without complying with the EIR 
requirement is justifiable. For example, if a dam is ready to burst or a fire is raging out of 
control and human life is threatened as a result of delaying a project decision, application 
of the emergency exemption would be proper.’” (Western Municipal Water Dist., supra, 
187 Cal.App.3d at p. 1111, quoting Comment, The Application of Emergency 
Exemptions Under CEQA: Loopholes in Need of Amendment?  (1984) 15 Pacific L.J. 
1089, 1105, fn. omitted.)   
 
In Western Municipal Water Dist., supra, 187 Cal.App.3d 1104, the court held that a 
water district misused this exemption by treating as an “emergency” the long-term need 
to reduce groundwater levels in an aquifer underlying the City of San Bernardino and 
surrounding areas. The danger could be reduced by drawing excess water from a series of 
wells, but such a program might also result in adverse environmental effects, such as the 
movement of contaminated groundwater into an aquifer from which domestic water 
supplies were taken. The record showed that, although the high water table indisputably 
created a danger of “liquefaction” during a major earthquake, there was no immediate 
need to remedy the problem. Rather, during each year there was merely a two- to five-
percent chance of a major seismic event. In addition, the water district had known of the 
danger for some time, but had previously failed to take prompt action. 
 
The court insisted that, in order not to “create a hole in CEQA of fathomless depth and 
spectacular breadth,” the concept of “emergency” should be interpreted narrowly. 
“Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a large-scale public works project, such as an extensive 
deforestation project or a new freeway, which could not qualify for emergency exemption 
from an EIR on the grounds that it might ultimately mitigate harms attendant on a major 
natural disaster. The result could hardly be intended by the careful drafting of the 
Legislature, and is unmistakably opposed to the policy of construing CEQA to afford the 

                                                           
8 Guidelines, § 15269, subd. (c). 
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maximum possible protection of the environment.”9 The court therefore held that, before 
upholding the use of the exemption, a reviewing court should apply “close judicial 
scrutiny of each element of the Legislature’s detailed definition of ‘emergency.’”10  
 
In Los Osos Valley Associates v. City of San Luis Obispo (1994) 30 Cal.App.4th 1670, 
1681–1682, the City of San Luis Obispo attempted to avoid an inverse condemnation 
claim for subsidence damage caused by its groundwater pumping program by claiming 
that it had implemented the program in response to a water supply emergency. The city 
pointed to the notice of exemption filed for the project, which had cited the statutory 
exemption for emergency actions. The Second District Court of Appeal was unmoved. It 
noted that CEQA’s exemption for actions in response to an emergency is extremely 
narrow, and is limited to immediate action demanded by a sudden occurrence. In this 
case, however, the city had been aware of its water supply shortage over a period of years, 
and the groundwater pumping program was a sustained component of its response to 
that shortage. 
 
The Second District also addressed the emergency exemption in Castaic Lake Water 
Agency v. City of Santa Clarita (1995) 41 Cal.App.4th 1257 (Castaic Lake Water 
Agency). There, the City of Santa Clarita adopted a recovery plan in the wake of the 
1994 Northridge earthquake. Prior to adopting the plan, the city filed a notice of 
exemption invoking Public Resources Code section 21080, subdivisions (b)(3) and 
(b)(4). The court held that the city had improperly relied on CEQA’s emergency 
exemption to approve the recovery plan. The court noted that the recovery plan 
implemented a number of policies and programs aimed broadly at redeveloping the city; 
many of these programs were designed to upgrade the city’s infrastructure, and were not 
clearly tied to repairing damage caused by the Northridge earthquake.  
 
The court held that the city had stretched the exemption well beyond what the 
Legislature had intended. According to the court, the record did not present a situation 
in which “‘[r]ules regulating the protection of the environment... [have been] subverted 
into an instrument for the oppression and delay of social, economic, or recreational 
development and advancement.’”11 “Rather,” the court concluded, “it appears that this is 

                                                           
9 Western Municipal Water Dist., supra, 187 Cal.App.3d at p. 1112. 
 
10 Id. at p. 1113. 
 
11 Castaic Lake Water Agency, supra, 41 Cal.App.4th at p. 1268, quoting Laurel Heights 
Improvement Assn. v. Regents of the University of California (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1112, 
1132. 
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an attempt to use limited exemptions contained in CEQA as a means to subvert rules 
regulating the protection of the environment.”12  
 
The emergency exemption can also apply to actions necessary to prevent emergencies, 
but the likelihood and imminence of the emergency occurrence are key factors in 
determining its application. The best case to look at for guidance on this issue is 
CalBeach Advocates, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th 529, which is a rare case in which an 
appellate court upheld an agency’s invocation of the emergency exemption. There, the 
City of Solana Beach considered a proposed permit for the construction of a seawall in a 
bluff below several existing homes. The proposed wall was to be constructed in a “notch” 
between two existing seawalls in order to prevent further bluff collapses that threatened 
the houses and other structures built on top. Owners of the homes applied to the city for 
a permit to build the wall, and the city prepared a mitigated negative declaration to 
review the proposed action. Before the matter could be considered by the city council, 
however, the project engineer informed the homeowners that “[a]fter a recent site visit,” 
he concluded that it had become necessary for the homeowners “to take immediate 
action to protect their homes by construction [of] appropriate bluff armoring devices.”13 
The project engineer described in detail the “several factors” that had caused this 
“emergency situation.”14  
 
Less than three weeks after receiving this information from the project engineer, the 
homeowners sought issuance of the requested permit under CEQA’s emergency 
exemption. The court noted that the homeowners’ civil and geotechnical engineer had 
stated: 
 

“If this remaining section of coastline is not stabilized, there is a high likelihood 
that this section of coastal bluff will also collapse this winter, placing the bluff-top 
residences in immediate peril. Moreover, there is no question that if construction 
is to be deferred until after certification of the City’s EIR, this coastal bluff will 
collapse.”15 

 

                                                           
 
12 Castaic Lake Water Agency, supra, at p. 1268. 
 
13 Id. at p. 534, original italics. 
 
14 Ibid. 
 
15 CalBeach Advocates, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at p. 535, fn. omitted. 
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Approximately two weeks after receiving the homeowners’ request, the city approved the 
permit on an emergency basis.  
 
Petitioner argued that the city’s use of an exemption was improper because, petitioner 
alleged, “there was no sudden, unexpected occurrence and there was no need for 
immediate action.”16 According to petitioner, “because beach erosion is a condition and 
the erosion of the bluffs causes the bluffs to fall, the failure of a bluff is a condition” and 
not the sort of “occurrence” subject to the emergency exemption under CEQA.17 The 
court rejected petitioner’s contention based on the court’s view that the distinction 
between an “occurrence” subject to the exemption and a “condition” not subject to the 
exemption “is not always a sharp one.”18 Citing dictionary definitions of these terms, the 
court reasoned that “[a] condition is ‘a mode or state of being,’” and “[a] state of being 
may consist of many occurrences.” The court analogized the condition of beach erosion 
to the condition of cancer—which the court explained “consists of many molecular 
occurrences, such as a cancer cell leaving a tumor and entering the bloodstream”—and 
concluded that: 
 

[T]he condition of beach erosion is composed of many small occurrences, such as 
grains of sand carried by a wave striking a bluff and loosening a minute amount of 
bluff material. Certainly, the collapse of the...base of the bluff, like an earthquake 
or a forest fire, is an occurrence: it is something that happens. Moreover, it is 
sudden, in that it happens all at once.19 

 
Petitioner also argued that even if the collapse of the bluff qualifies as an “occurrence,” it 
is not an unexpected occurrence and therefore should not fall within the CEQA 
exemption. The court agreed that bluff failure was not unexpected, but found that 
“anticipation of a collapse does not prevent it from being an emergency.”20 The statutory 
exemption for emergencies applies not only to “projects that mitigate the effects of an 

                                                           
16 Id. at p. 536. 
 
17 Id. at p. 537; see Pub. Resources Code, § 21060.3 (defining “emergency” as an 
“occurrence” and not a “condition”). 
 
18 CalBeach Advocates, supra, at p. 537. 
 
19 Ibid. 
 
20 CalBeach Advocates, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at p. 537. 
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emergency but also projects that prevent emergencies. In order to design a project to 
prevent an emergency, the designer must anticipate the emergency.”21  
 
Pointing to the professional opinion of two engineers, “both of whom have substantial 
experience in coastal stabilization projects and coastal erosion,” the court further found 
that substantial evidence in the record supported the city’s decision that “the notch that 
developed in the bluff required immediate action.”22  
 
The key lesson to be drawn from Cal Beach Advocates is that the most important factor 
in successfully defending the use of the statutory exemption for actions to prevent 
emergencies is the existence of substantial evidence from qualified experts that a feared 
potential emergency may truly be so imminent than an agency might not have sufficient 
time to complete environmental review before the emergency occurs. Another factor, 
though one not expressly stated by the court, was the potential that a bluff collapse might 
possibly lead to loss of life or injuries to people. This second factor was not expressly 
discussed by the Court of Appeal; but as counsel for the City of Solana Beach in that 
case, we can assure you that the administrative record showed that people used the 
beaches below the unstable bluffs for recreational purposes, creating the possibility of a 
sudden bluff collapse when people were present. In our briefing for the City, we argued 
that many of the earlier cases discussed above, and particularly those involving 
groundwater issues, did not involve such imminent life-threatening situations.   
 
Applying the guidance from all of the cases summarized above to the circumstances in 
Marin County (and not just the Cal Beach Advocates case), we believe that the Authority 
would likely have difficulty sustaining an argument that the projects in its Work Plans are 
necessary to prevent a wildfire emergency because it would be difficult to show a high 
likelihood of a wildfire occurring in any particular location that projects are proposed 
before regular environmental review could be completed. Rather, it seems more likely 
that a reviewing court would find that the risk of wildfire in the County is an ongoing, 
dangerous condition, but not one that lends itself to a confident prediction that a wildfire 
occurrence is likely in any particular location before regular environmental review could 
be performed for a project to address it.  
 
That said, if there are a few particular locations where the combination of environmental 
conditions, vulnerable populations and/or limited escape routes make it more likely that 

                                                           
21 Ibid., italics added; see also Pub. Resources Code, § 21080, subd. (b)(4) (statutory 
exemption applies to “[s]pecific actions necessary to prevent or mitigate an emergency”). 
 
22 CalBeach Advocates, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at p. 538, italics added. 
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catastrophic wildfire would occur there sooner than later, and the projects to address 
these locations are not otherwise exempt or eligible for using a project-specific analysis 
under the CalVTP PEIR (e.g., outside the SRA), then the Authority could try to claim 
the emergency exemption on a very limited basis for such high priority projects. The key 
to potentially succeeding with an exemption in such an instance would be to put together 
expert evidence showing the potential imminence of a potentially major wildfire. In doing 
so, it would also be good to emphasize the potential loss of life and property (and 
particularly the former), if such a potential indeed exists. Our experience in Cal Beach 
Advocates (and in practicing law in general) has taught us that courts are more likely to 
give agencies leeway to push the envelope with respect to restrictive legal rules where the 
agencies are doing so in order to protect life and limb. It seems possible that, due to the 
horrific consequences of wildfires around California in recent years, and the associated 
human drama that all Californians (including judges) have seen on television and in 
social media, courts might now be more receptive to the use of the emergency exemption 
than is reflected in the case law described above.  
 
We do caution, however, that the more often the Authority invoked this exemption, the 
more likely it is that a court might grow skeptical. Furthermore, applying the exemption 
broadly to many different locations over a period of years would undercut the purpose of 
the exemption, which is to avoid CEQA only where circumstances demonstrate that there 
is no time to perform regular environmental review. If the Authority wants to test the 
applicability of this particular exemption, the ideal project to use it on would be one that 
involves activities within a forest that is in a “tinderbox” condition and is adjacent to 
homes that could go up in flames quickly should a fire break out. 
 

4. Ministerial Projects (Pub. Res. Code §21080(b)(1)):  Please provide further 
analysis of this exemption and what types of projects it can be more broadly 
applied to.  Many projects that cities/towns and fire districts conduct are 
ministerial in nature, in the case of cities/towns, “over the counter” permits are 
provided without going through the planning commissions or design review.  We 
ask that RMM looks more broadly at this type of decision-making to determine if 
ministerial exemption applies.  For example, a decision to use goats for vegetation 
management or the decision to clear vegetation in the roadway rights of way are 
not decisions that go through Planning Commission or Design Review, or through 
a City Council (except to approve funds expenditure).  These are staff level 
decisions that do not involve a significant discretion and therefore, may be 
considered ministerial.  
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The defining feature of a ministerial approval is that it is required to be issued if the 
qualifying objective criteria are met. There is typically no role for anyone’s opinion about 
the proposed project,23 only yes or no responses to a checklist of requirements for the 
approval. The fact that an agency-proposed project may not require Planning 
Commission or another advisory body approval is not determinative of whether the 
project is ministerial. If an agency decisionmaker, whoever that might be, has choices to 
make in whether, where, when, and how a vegetation management project is approved 
and implemented, the project is likely discretionary, even if it would be approved at the 
staff level.  
 
Applying this lens to the types of projects contemplated in the Work Plan (e.g., goat 
grazing or vegetation clearing), it is not likely that there are many local ordinances that 
impose mandates to approve and carry out all of the different kinds of projects proposed. 
Ministerial approvals are more typically private entitlements such as a building or grading 
permit granted to a non-agency landowner. If, however, any of the local agency members 
do have ordinances requiring the implementation of vegetation management activities if 
certain conditions are met, then such projects could qualify for the ministerial exemption.  
 
Staff referred us to the Novato Fire District’s ordinance mandating defensible space and 
fire hazard reduction24 as one such example of an ordinance that appears to create a 
ministerial permit scheme for qualifying activities, including, notably, the removal of fire-
prone vegetation up to 150 feet from structures “when   topographic   or   combustible   
vegetative   types   necessitate   removal   as determined by the fire code official.” Where 
local agencies have adopted similar such provisions, activities carried out in compliance 
with those regulations could properly be determined to be exempt from CEQA as 
ministerial approvals.  
 

5. Cumulative Impact:  Can projects that were individually exempt be considered to 
have cumulative impact if they are done in the same place year after year (e.g., 
goats, veg management), including maintenance projects? Is there relevant case 
law to inform this? How can we reasonably define subsequent work as 

                                                           
23 CEQA Guidelines, § 15369; see also Protecting Our Water and Environmental 
Resources v. County of Stanislaus (2020) 10 Cal.5th 479 (recent California Supreme 
Court decision on the distinction between ministerial and discretionary approvals under 
CEQA). 
 
24 https://www.novatofire.org/Home/ShowDocument?id=9152. See Chapter 49, starting 
at page 21 of the archived ordinance. 
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maintenance, and best avoid a cumulative impact argument? If impact is increased 
with maintenance, when/where is the line crossed that creates a cumulative 
impact? How big a concern should cumulative impact analysis be for us, or is there 
another overarching principle(s) that we should be keeping in our minds when 
developing work plans, etc.? Can cumulative impact analysis be done for the larger 
10-year end-state projection of MWPA’s work (based on CWPP)?  
 

Certainly, projects that are ongoing after initial, exempt treatment activities could be 
determined to result in or contribute to significant cumulative impacts. The potential for 
cumulative impacts is one of the exceptions to the use of categorical exemptions, set forth 
in CEQA Guidelines section 15300.2, subdivision (b). How and when the line is crossed 
into a significant cumulative impact depends on the activity, the setting, the resources 
involved in the impact, the threshold of significance for the impact, and the past, present 
and reasonably foreseeable future projects that contribute to and create the cumulative 
impact along with the proposed project. For example, a prescribed burn project with goat 
grazing as maintenance after the initial treatment may not make very much of a 
contribution to a cumulative air quality impact, but those treatment and maintenance 
activities together could adversely impact a special status plant species with a very limited 
range in the project area.  
 
In the context of categorical exemptions, an agency must consider whether “the 
cumulative impact of successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is 
significant.” In Robinson v. City and County of San Francisco (2012) 208 Cal.App.4th 
950, 958–960 (Robinson), the court construed “the same place” phrase of the 
“cumulative impact” exception to “refer to an area whose size and configuration depend 
on the nature of the potential environmental impact of the specific project under 
consideration,” which, in the context of telecommunication equipment installed on utility 
poles, meant similar projects installed within the visual and auditory range of the 
proposed project. In San Francisco Beautiful v. City and County of San Francisco (2014) 
226 Cal.App.4th 1012, 1030, the court added that “[t]his limitation makes sense, 
because without a limitation as to the location of the projects whose cumulative impact 
must be considered, agencies deciding whether the exception applies to a project would 
be required, in every instance, to consider the cumulative environmental impact of all 
successive similar projects in their jurisdictions, at least, and perhaps regionally or even 
statewide. If this were the case, the exception would swallow the rule, and the utility of 
the Class 3 exemption would be vitiated.” One approach to avoiding the potential to 
result in significant cumulative impacts for exempt projects would be to avoid approving 
exempt projects in close proximity to each other, where the cumulative impacts on 
aesthetics, for example, could be exacerbated. 
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For the longer-term Work Plans that contemplate multiple projects, the cumulative 
impact assessment in an EIR would consider either a list of past, present, and probable 
future projects producing related or cumulative impacts, and/or a summary of projections 
contained in an adopted local, regional or statewide plan that describes or evaluates 
conditions contributing to the cumulative effect. The EIR would evaluate whether the 
proposed projects in the Work Plans could make cumulatively considerable contributions 
to any significant cumulative impacts that would result from implementing the list of 
projects or the projected future developments in the adopted plans. The EIR would also 
consider feasible mitigation for any significant cumulative impacts to which the Work 
Plan projects would make a cumulatively considerable contribution. As with project 
impacts, the Authority could conclude that significant cumulative impacts could not be 
fully mitigated and adopt a statement of overriding considerations if it wants to approve 
the Work Plan. 
 

6. Project splitting/piecemealing  – Please provide detail on this CEQA concept and 
how this could be raised in the context of MWPA’s projects over time.  Also, 
provide more information how MWPA can mitigate / prevent such matters being 
raised for our projects.  

 
The CEQA Guidelines define “project” to mean “the whole of an action” that may result 
in either a direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment.25 
“‘Project’ is given a broad interpretation in order to maximize protection of the 
environment.”26 In general, the lead agency must analyze fully each “project” in a single 
environmental analysis. Thus, in performing its analysis, the agency should not perform 
“piecemeal” review by splitting a project into two or more segments. “The prohibition 
against piecemeal review is flip side of the requirement that the whole of a project be 
reviewed under CEQA.”27  
 
This principle is designed to ensure “that environmental considerations do not become 
submerged by chopping a large project into many little ones–each with a minimal 

                                                           
25 CEQA Guidelines, § 15378, subd. (a). 
 
26 McQueen v. Board of Directors of the Mid-peninsula Regional Open Space Dist. 
(1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 1136, 1143 (McQueen). 
 
27 Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 1170, 
1208, citing CEQA Guidelines, § 15378, subd. (a). 
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potential impact on the environment–which cumulatively may have disastrous 
consequences.”28 
 
The courts have articulated different tests over the years for piecemealing, responding to 
diverse circumstances that gave rise to the claims. These tests can be distilled into two 
basic factors: causation and independent utility.  
 
In Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of the University of California (1988) 
47 Cal.3d 376, 396 (Laurel Heights I ), the California Supreme Court stated that “an 
EIR must include an analysis of the environmental effects of future expansion or other 
action if: (1) it is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the initial project; and (2) the 
future expansion or action will be significant in that it will likely change the scope or 
nature of the initial project or its environmental effects.” The most significant aspect of 
this formulation is its implicit element of causation. The court held that a project EIR 
must treat later land-use activities as part of the “project” at issue where such activities 
are in some sense caused by the initial project approval. 
 
A different subset of piecemealing cases address whether an environmental document, for 
project description purposes, may focus solely on a sub-set of what is arguably a larger 
project. In Del Mar Terrace Conservancy, Inc. v. City Council of the City of San Diego 
(1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 712 (Del Mar Terrace Conservancy), the court upheld an EIR 
that treated as the “project” one freeway segment within a long-term, multi-segment 
regional plan to expand the freeway system throughout San Diego County. Because the 
one segment under review would serve a viable purpose even if the other, potential 
freeway segments were never built, the court upheld the agency’s focus on that particular 
segment as the “project.” In reaching its holding, the court embraced the concept of 
“independent utility” developed in federal case law interpreting the National 
Environmental Policy Act.29  
 

                                                           
28 Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Com. (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 283–284 (Bozung); 
Aptos Council v. County of Santa Cruz (2017) 10 Cal.App.5th 266, 278 (quoting same 
principle underlying cases addressing piecemeal review). 

29 10 Cal.App.4th at pp. 732–733. (In Western States Petroleum Association v. Superior 
Court (1995) 9 Cal.4th 559, 570, fn. 2, 576, fn. 6, the California Supreme Court 
disapproved the portion of Del Mar Terrace holding that extra-record evidence could 
generally be admitted in traditional mandamus cases, but did not disturb the aspect of 
the Court of Appeal’s decision described herein.) 
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Del Mar Terrace Conservancy indicates that, under CEQA, an EIR30 can focus solely 
on one project that is arguably part of a larger scheme, where that project has 
“independent utility” that justifies its separate analysis and approval.31 Note that, even if 
the project has “independent utility,” and therefore can be analyzed as a stand-alone 
project, the agency must also consider whether the later portions of the larger scheme 
should be treated as probable future projects for purposes of assessing cumulative 
impacts.32  
 
Under Laurel Heights I, in considering whether to treat what an applicant 
characterizes as a limited “project” as a de facto part of a larger project (i.e., the 
“whole of [the] action” at issue), an agency must consider whether the potential later 
action or activity at issue would be a “reasonably foreseeable consequence” of 
approving the initial, limited project.33 If not, then an environmental document need 
not consider the later action or activity, except to the extent that it may be a 
“probable future project” for purposes of cumulative impact analysis. Furthermore, 
where a limited project has “independent utility” even though it is arguably a part of 
a larger scheme, the agency may focus its analysis on that limited project (although 
the agency may also have to address the larger scheme, in a broad-brushed fashion, in 
its analysis of cumulative impacts). In fact, the “independent utility” of the the initial 
proposal is one reason a court might conclude that the proposal is not merely the first 
phase of a larger scheme. If the initial proposal has independent utility, then there is 
less reason to conclude that latter phases will necessarily follow the initial phase. 
That is because the initial phase will serve a useful purpose, regardless of whether 
future phases are approved or implemented. Thus, the “independent utility” of the 

                                                           
30 Or a negative declaration – see Sierra Club v. The West Side Irrigation Dist. (2005) 
128 Cal.App.4th 690. 
 
31 See Rodeo Citizens Assn. v. County of Contra Costa (2018) 22 Cal.App.5th 214, 224–
225 (refinery’s proposed project to recover propane was “independent” of any change to 
the type or quantity of feedstock processed at refinery); Planning and Conservation 
League v. Castaic Lake Water Agency (2009) 180 Cal.App.4th 210, 237 (applying 
“independent utility” test derived from Del Mar Terrace Conservancy to a proposed 
water transfer). 
 
32 Del Mar Terrace Conservancy, supra, 10 Cal.App.4th at pp. 732–739. 
 
33 47 Cal.3d at p. 396. 
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initial phase suggests that later phases of the larger scheme are not a “consequence” 
of approving that initial phase.34  
 
For the Authority’s purposes, most of its projects would probably pass both the causation 
and independent utility tests and survive a piecemealing challenge. It is unlikely that any 
individual proposed project is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of any other, or that 
one necessarily causes another. And to the communities and neighborhoods protected by 
individual projects, they certainly could be shown to have independent utility (better 
protecting that community against wildfire) from each other. Preparing an EIR for a 
long-term Work Plan would further inoculate the Authority from a piecemealing claim, 
since several years’ worth of planned projects would be evaluated as one collective set of 
activities. 

 
7. CalVTP Standard Project Requirements (SPR) – Biological Resources (BIO) 

requirements: Please provide more detail on the analysis needed for the SPR-BIO 
requirements.  What type of documentation is required? Additionally, is a 
biological resources analysis required for projects that are outside of the SRA to 
support the agency’s determination that an exception to an exemption is 
inapplicable?  For example, Novato Fire is conducting biological resource analyses 
for projects that are outside of the SRA and we would like to know whether these 
analyses are necessary. 

The SPRs for projects carried out under the CalVTP are set forth in the certified 
Program EIR, in the Program Description chapter, starting in Section 2.7.35 The SPRs 
for biological resources “may be performed by individuals of various titles (including 
biologist, botanist, ecologist, Registered Professional Forester, biological technician, or 
supervised designees working at the direction of a qualified professional) as long as they 
are qualified for the task at hand.”36 The qualifications for these various types of 

                                                           
34 See Aptos Council v. County of Santa Cruz (2017) 10 Cal.App.5th 266, 280, fn. 3 
(whether project under review has “independent utility” is analogous to 
determination whether separate projects will serve distinct purposes such that they 
are not part of a single project). 
 
35 The SPRs for biological resources start at page 2-37 of Chapter 2. See 
https://bof.fire.ca.gov/media/9726/02-program-description_ada.pdf  
 
36 CalVTP PEIR, p. 2-37. 
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professionals are explained in the SPRs.37 There are 12 SPRs for biological resources, 
covering special status species, plants, nesting birds, and different types of habitat.  

All projects must start with a data review and reconnaissance-level survey, for the 
purpose of identifying the species and habitats with the potential to occur in the 
treatment area. SPR-BIO-1 specifies that “reconnaissance-level biological surveys will be 
general surveys that include visual and auditory inspection for biological resources to help 
determine the environmental setting of a project site. The qualified surveyor will 1.) 
identify and document sensitive resources, such as riparian or other sensitive habitats, 
sensitive natural community, wetlands, or wildlife nursery site or habitat (including bird 
nests), and 2.) assess the suitability of habitat for special-status plant and animal species. 
The surveyor will also record any incidental wildlife observations.” The results of the 
data review and survey will then form the basis of one of two alternative determinations: 
(1) suitable habitat is present but adverse effects can be clearly avoided; or (2) suitable 
habitat is present and adverse effects cannot be clearly avoided. If the latter 
determination is made, then further detailed surveys, protocols and other SPRs will be 
implemented.  

For projects outside the SRA that are determined to be exempt, biological surveys and 
analysis will often be necessary, because some of the exemptions only apply where the 
activities will not take special status species or healthy, mature trees (e.g., the Class 4 
exemption at CEQA Guidelines section 15304). Demonstrating that the exceptions to 
categorical exemptions do not apply to a proposed activity may also require biological 
surveys to confirm the absence of a designated “particularly sensitive environment” or 
cumulative impacts.38  

Process Questions 

8. CEQA Decision Flow Chart: Please provide any corrections/clarifications to 
make this flow chart accurate for use in Board decision-making (and suggest any 
additions which may be useful and more clear for those without extensive 
experience with CEQA decision-making). 

The flow chart titled “Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority CEQA Decision Flow” is 
basically accurate and seems useful and clear enough to those without extensive CEQA 
experience to understand the fundamental steps and decision points in the CEQA 

                                                           
37 Ibid. 
 
38 CEQA Guidelines, § 15304, subds. (a), (b). 
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process. The one suggestion we might make is to insert a step after the exemption 
determination asking if any of the exceptions to exemptions apply, as a reminder to less-
experienced practitioners to always consider the potential exceptions at CEQA 
Guidelines section 15300.2 before definitively concluding that a project is categorically 
exempt. So, the decision tree would flow from: Exempt?  Exceptions apply?  yes/no. 
If exempt but exceptions apply, then next step is asking whether it is within the SRA; if 
exempt and no exceptions apply, then the next step is filing an NOE. 

 
9. Analysis for Exemptions:  What level of detail would you need on a project to 

determine at a high level whether a project is likely to be categorically exempt 
(and/or statutorily exempt), within scope of CalVTP, etc.? Our purpose is to get 
enough information from our Operations Committee to give you a high-level view 
of the projects likely to come up and what buckets they would fall into (cat/stat 
exempt, within CalVTP scope, needing full IS, etc.). 
 

An agency need not make any formal findings or follow a particular process in 
determining projects to be exempt under most exemptions from CEQA.39 As with nearly 
everything under CEQA, however, an agency still must have substantial evidence 
demonstrating that a proposed project meets the criteria of any claimed exemption.40 
Where the agency is claiming a categorical exemption, it is advisable to also build a 
record supported by substantial evidence that demonstrates the agency considered and 
determined that the potential exceptions to categorical exemptions do not apply.41  

                                                           
39 See CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15060 [preliminary review], 15061 (review for exemption); 
see also CalBeach Advocates v. City of Solana Beach (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 529, 538–
541 (CalBeach Advocates) (findings not required in support of statutory exemption); see 
also Magan v. County of Kings (2002) 105 Cal.App.4th 468, 477 (even where an 
exemption is contested, an agency need not provide a hearing on the record for such 
contest). 
 
40 Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solano County Airport Land Use Commission (2007) 41 Cal.4th 
372, 386 (if challenged, the agency bears the burden of demonstrating that substantial 
evidence supports its factual findings that a project meets all of the criteria of a claimed 
exemption); Davidon Homes v. City of San Jose (1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 106, 115 
(“Davidon”) (“an agency’s categorical exemption determination will be affirmed if 
supported by substantial evidence that the project fell within the exempt category of 
projects”). 
 
41 CEQA Guidelines, § 15300.2; see also Respect Life South San Francisco v. City of 
South San Francisco (2017) 15 Cal.App.5th 449, 458 (Respect Life) (court declined to 
presume that unusual circumstances were absent where, in approving a permit to modify 
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In order to meet these standards, an agency must obtain or develop sufficient facts about 
the proposed project to provide the substantial evidence necessary to demonstrate the 
criteria of a claimed exemption are met (and that the potential exceptions are not met). 
This will require, at a minimum, information about the projects’ location, timing, 
surrounding environment and land uses, topography and existing hazardous conditions 
classification, on-site habitat and potentially present species, and the proximity of other 
similar types of past, current, and known future projects in the area. 

 
10. Pros/Cons/Timelines/Process/Roles of Responsibilities of doing an MWPA-

wide Program EIR:  What are the pros and cons of doing a Program EIR and what 
would a possible timeline be for this process? What process will this entail for the 
MWPA and all of our member agencies as well as their roles and responsibilities. 
What is the estimated time and expense for developing a PEIR?  We are 
particularly interested in what responsibilities member agencies will have and 
specifically what actions and products they will need to provide to the consulting 
team to complete the PEIR. Does this mean we can do an EIR one time to cover 
all projects for the 10-year period? What is important in crafting the project 
description that is as broad as possible in scope as well as time?  Why would 
MWPA choose to start this programmatic-level work over when it’s already been 
done for the CalVTP PEIR?  Some Board members have suggested doing at least 
one year of projects that are covered by Exemptions and the CalVTP PEIR to … 
assess whether the work can be done effectively with those tools.  Based on that 
experience, MWPA could work with the environmental consultant and RMM to 
determine whether a PEIR would be worthwhile/necessary.  Please provide more 
information about your current thinking on this approach. 

 
As we noted at pages 20 to 21 of our November 11, 2020 memo, the advantages of 
preparing a Program EIR are several, although the time and cost to prepare one must be 
considered as well. One to two years is a realistic time frame for completing a PEIR, if the 
project description for the Program is fairly well defined at the outset and the necessary 
data and technical studies are reasonably available or can be collected. Developing the 
stable, finite, and accurate project description required under CEQA for an EIR would 
involve close coordination and information sharing with the Authority’s member 
agencies, who would need to provide data and projections regarding the locations, types, 

                                                           
an existing building for use as Planned Parenthood clinic, the respondent city had made 
no express findings regarding the application of the unusual circumstances exception). 
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numbers and other information about the projects they anticipate carrying out in their 
communities. The level of detail would not need to get down to specific project 
boundaries, but would have to identify generally at least the neighborhoods or regions 
where vegetation treatment activities are desired, how long it may take to implement the 
desired activities, the approximate number and type of projects that the local agencies 
expect to implement each year, and information about related past, present and future 
projects that could inform the cumulative impact baseline.  
 
The CalVTP PEIR would be a very valuable source of information about types of 
treatment activities, habitats, and likely effects, and the process of preparing a PEIR for 
the Authority could be substantially streamlined through the reliance on the CalVTP 
PEIR’s analysis and model for assessing and approving future projects within the scope of 
the program. Because the analysis in the CalVTP PEIR is relatively recent, it is a very 
valuable tool for analyzing projects proposed to be implemented within the treatable 
landscape within the State Responsibility Area (SRA). For projects outside the SRA, the 
Authority and local agencies could focus their resources and time on projects that could 
qualify for exemptions, and gain some experience in working with those tools that would 
inform a future decision as to whether the Authority needs its own Program EIR. For 
example, if a year or two of experience demonstrates that not many projects outside the 
SRA can qualify for exemptions (e.g., due to impacts on special status species or the need 
to remove mature healthy trees), then a Program EIR with SPRs and mitigation measures 
tailored to the habitats and resources in Marin County may be more cost-effective and 
time-efficient in the long term than having to prepare mitigated negative declarations and 
EIRs for individual projects outside the SRA.  
 
The cost of a Program EIR is not insubstantial, likely in the range of $300,000 to 
$500,000, depending on how much or how little the Authority’s EIR can rely on or 
borrow from the CalVTP EIR, and on how much public involvement there is in the EIR 
process. For example, the process of responding to hundreds or thousands of individual 
comments on the Draft EIR can be relatively simple if the majority of those comments 
are merely copied form letters, or it can take months to draft and finalize responses if 
there is a large volume of mostly unique and/or highly technical comments.  
 
Our recommendation is to take some time (perhaps 1–2 years) to practice preparing 
project-specific analyses under the CalVTP PEIR for projects within the SRA treatable 
landscape and to assess projects outside the SRA for exemption qualifications to gather 
enough data and experience to determine the extent to which these two tools enable the 
Authority and its member agencies to implement a desired number of projects and to 
ascertain where there might be large areas or significant number of projects that are either 
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outside the SRA and/or not exempt.  We would be pleased to provide any assistance the 
Authority and/ local agencies might want in preparing some of the first PSA checklists 
and exemption analyses in order to provide feedback on legal adequacy and to help to 
establish good analytical practices. 
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Hazard Mitigation Projects 
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I. OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND 
The Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority (MWPA) is soliciting proposals from qualified firms 
with expertise in environmental consulting services, including providing professional advice 
resources, and documentation pertaining to compliance with the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  This includes producing technical 
studies and reports for environmental evaluation, including but not limited to notices of 
exemption, notices of determination, initial studies, negative declarations, mitigated negative 
declarations and project specific analyses (PSA) to tier off of the California Vegetation Treatment 
Program Environmental Impact Report (CalVTP PEIR) for vegetation management, defensible 
space and hazard mitigation projects within the MWPA jurisdictional boundaries in Marin 
County, California. 
 
These documents will be prepared in a manner consistent with MWPA, State, Federal, California 
Coastal Commission (if necessary), local requirements, the California Statewide Wildfire PEIR – 
CalVTP (where applicable) and current CEQA//NEPA (where applicable) statutes, regulations 
and guidelines to ensure compliance with CEQA and NEPA. 

 
The MWPA is a newly formed 17-member Joint Powers Authority (JPA) created with the support 
of Marin County residents who passed Measure C in March 2020 with 70.8% voter approval.  
This historic wildfire prevention measure will fund proactive state-of-the-art wildfire prevention 
and preparedness efforts in Marin for the next ten years with approximately $20M a year in 
authorized funding, approximately 40% of which will be used to complete the MWPA’s Core 
program and projects. 

The MWPA is the program manager and lead agency for its Core program and projects.  In 
addition, MWPA funds and coordinates with its 17 local member agencies on projects and 
programs within member agencies’ boundaries.  The Core program and local agency projects will 
aim to promote environmental best practices while meeting wildfire prevention goals. Examples 
of the type of work undertaken by the MWPA and member agencies since the Authority’s 
founding in June 2020, are the specific programs and projects that have been identified for fiscal 
year 2020-21, which are outlined in greater detail in the 2020 Work Plan attached as Attachment 
A to this Request for Proposals.1 

Key elements of the MWPA program(s) include:  
  
1. Vegetation Management  
Through multiple strategies (work crews, prescribed fire, grazing, contractors and machinery) the 
MWPA will fund efforts to reduce fuels and help to ensure that we are implementing the most 
cost-effective practices for fuel reduction on an ongoing basis. 
  
2. Wildfire Detection & Evacuation Program Improvements  
The MWPA will implement safety measures that will improve early wildfire detection, warning 
and alerts as well as improve disaster evacuation routes for organized evacuation. 

  
3. Grants 

 
1 Please note that the 2020/21 Work Plan is not representative of the breadth of work that will be done in the upcoming 
year(s) and MWPA Core programs are likely to also include priority projects listed in the Marin Wildfire Community 
Protection Plan – Appendix B, located at https://www.marinwildfire.org/programs. 
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The MWPA will provide a local grant program to ensure that residents with access and functional 
needs, seniors, and financially disadvantaged persons can reduce fire risk of their properties and 
residences and in the greater surrounding community.  In addition, the MWPA will seek grants and 
will seek to leverage local investments for wildfire prevention and disaster preparedness programs. 

  
4. Public Education  
The MWPA will provide expert information and assistance to help the public reduce wildfire risk, 
prevent wildfires and be prepared for potential disaster.  Additionally, the MWPA will 
support FIRESafe MARIN’s community outreach efforts. 
  
5. Defensible Space Evaluations 
Funding will be allocated to expand and enhance defensible space home evaluations to ensure 
properties meet fire and building codes, as well as to provide education to residents and occupants 
to reduce the vulnerability of a home or other structure.   
  
6. Local Wildfire Prevention Mitigation  
The MWPA will provide funding to MWPA members for local wildfire mitigation projects specific 
to the member agency’s service area.  

 
CEQA compliance is required for the MWPA Core program projects and for local agency projects. 
The selected consultant will be responsible for ushering the Core program through CEQA review, 
with the exception of environmental impact reports (EIR).2  CEQA documents must be developed 
in a manner acceptable for both CEQA and if necessary, Coastal permitting.  In addition, if local 
member agencies do not opt for local control of defensible space and home hardening, MWPA may 
take on those projects on behalf of the member agencies and would therefore, complete the CEQA 
analysis for those projects.  In addition, a small portion of MWPA projects may require NEPA 
compliance and the consultant should be capable of preparing documents that comply with NEPA 
with the exception of environmental impact statements (EIS)3. 
It is anticipated that the MWPA projects will require varying ranges of environmental compliance 
and depending upon the timing, the contracted consultant may be required to respond to CEQA 
compliance for multiple programs and projects concurrently. The consultant should be familiar with 
the California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection’s California Vegetation Treatment Program 
(CalVTP) Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) and the potential for tiering environmental 
analysis for MWPA projects off of the CalVTP PEIR.  The environmental document(s) prepared by 
the consultant must consider the potential cumulative impacts of MWPA programs and projects in 
addition to any other potential projects within the jurisdiction boundary, as required by CEQA.   
In summary, the MWPA is requesting an immediate proposal for professional services for 
environmental compliance for the work that will be included in the annual MWPA Work Plan. The 
scope of consultant services desired by the MWPA generally includes completing the necessary 
CEQA/CalVTP/NEPA administrative and documentation requirements on behalf of the MWPA, from 
project submittal to entitlement. 

 
2 Please not the Scope of Work for this RFP does not include preparation of environmental impact reports (EIR) by the 
consultant.  If the consultant prepares an initial study that demonstrates that an EIR is required, MWPA may issue a 
separate RFP that is specific to the EIR for a project. 
3 EIS’s will be treated in a similar manner as an EIR, see id. If NEPA is applicable and the consultant prepares an 
Environmental Assessment that demonstrates an EIS is required, MWPA may issue a separate RFP that is specific to 
the project EIS. 
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II. SCOPE OF WORK: 
To provide environmental consultation services which will be on an “As Needed” basis within a 
two (2) year term, with an option to extend for a third year.  MWPA believes there may be an 
opportunity to “tier off” of the CalVTP PEIR for project elements in areas under MWPA 
jurisdiction with the State Responsibility Areas subject to the CalVTP..  Other project elements 
may utilize statutory and/or categorical exemptions and will require the preparation of notices of 
exemption. The selected consultant will be responsible for preparing and filing documentation, as 
appropriate to the needs of the project.  If previously unforeseen issues arise the consultant will 
immediately contact the MWPA to discuss any needed changes to Scope of Work, and/or schedule.   
 
The consultant will be required to prepare a Scope of Work and fee proposals for each said task 
outlined below and will require MWPA authorization to proceed. 
 
In addition, each local member agency will be responsible for complying with CEQA for the 
projects undertaken by the local agency.  Those local agencies may wish to enlist the assistance of 
the consultant to achieve CEQA compliance; however, this assistance is not currently within the 
scope of this RFP and will not fall under the agreement between the MWPA and the consultant.  If 
consultant services are requested by local agencies, the MWPA recommends that the consultant 
offer a separate “piggyback” contract to those agencies under similar terms to those terms agreed to 
by MWPA and the consultant 
 
Interested consultants are encouraged to prepare a proposal to provide the following services: 

 
As Needed Environmental CEQA/CalVTP/NEPA Consultation 
 

• Provide as needed consultation and support for MWPA Staff for various 
CEQA/CalVTP/NEPA environmental questions. 

• Participate in one-on-one calls and fact-to-face meetings, conference calls and present to the 
Board of Directors, as needed. 

• Respond to staff comments and questions and develop memorandums or reports and 
associated revisions as needed. 

• Assist with public meetings and necessary meeting and event materials. 
 
CEQA/CalVTP/NEPA Documentation 
 

• Prepare a full range of documentation required pursuant to CEQA/CalVTP/NEPA, 
including, but not limited to; 

o Notices of Exemption (including the decision record for applicability for specific 
exemptions) 

o Notices of Determination 
o Complete CEQA Environmental Checklist (Appendix G) with supporting discussion 

and findings. 
o If CalVTP applicable, PSA checklist with supporting documentation including 

location applicability 
o Project Specific Analysis 
o Initial Studies 
o Negative Declarations 
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o Mitigated Negative Declarations 
o Applicability of NEPA and if applicable, Environmental Assessment 

• Distribute documentation to State Clearinghouse (with applicable fees), County Clerk, 
MWPA, member agencies and other responsible public agencies consistent with project 
schedule and CEQA guidelines. 

• Assist with distribution, preparation and filing for all required public notices and responses 
to public comment.  Maintain records of complete mailing and distribution lists. 

• Provide MWPA with hard copy and electronic copies of findings, reports and original data 
gathered as a result of environmental site assessment and review. 

o Electronic copies will be coordinated through MWPA’s project management 
software. 

• Provide privileged work product information to MWPA Staff. 
• Provide decision making documentation to MWPA Staff. 
• Provide MWPA an annual analysis of time and resources required for environmental 

compliance for all MWPA funded projects. 
 
Other Environmental Services: Research/Surveys/Studies/Monitoring 
 

• Complete environmental research, surveys, analysis and documentation for projects/sites. 
• Inventory existing resources and environmental setting for project sites. 
• Complete site assessments, engineering and remediation plans as may be needed for 

CEQA/CalVTP/NEPA compliance. 
• Research and summarize relevant adopted/completed reports and studies as part of the 

environmental analysis. 
• Determine which resource areas require additional studies, surveys and/or technical reports. 
• Coordinate with MWPA Staff to prepare field investigations, maps, surveys, monitoring and 

technical reports as necessary. 
 
Regulatory Assistance 
 

• Consultant shall assist MWPA with regulatory and other government coordination when 
required. 

• Prepare documents in a manner consistent with local, regional, state and federal 
requirements and current law under CEQA, CEQA Guidelines and all applicable case law. 

• Coordinate and assist staff with permitting requirements and documentation. 
• Maintain project schedules in accordance with CEQA/CalVTP/NEPA timing 

statues/guidelines. 
 
Preliminary Project Review and Prepare Initial Study 
 

• Evaluate a project’s environmental setting. 
• Prepare project descriptions. 
• Evaluate significance of impacts on environmental factors including but not limited to air 

quality, greenhouse gas emissions and transportation/traffic [CEQA Appendix G Checklist]. 
• Assist MWPA Staff in determining proper course of action for environmental review (i.e. 

prepare notice of exemption, prepare notice of determination, prepare negative declaration 
or mitigated negative declaration). 

 
Recommendation of Environmental Impact Report 
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• Advise staff on the need for an environmental impact reports for projects requiring this level 

of compliance activities. 
• MWPA may solicit a qualified consultant(s) through a separate RFP process for provision 

of these services. 
Recommendation of Environmental Impact Statement (NEPA)  
 

• Advise staff on the need for an EIS for projects requiring this level of compliance activities. 
• MWPA may solicit a qualified consultant(s) through a separate RFP process for provision 

of these services. 
 

III. SCHEDULE 
TBD – Notice inviting Request for Proposals/Qualifications released 
TBD – Proposals due 
TBD – Consultant selection approved by MWPA Board of Directors and Notice to 
Proceed 

 
IV. SELECTION CRITERIA/QUALIFICATIONS 
Primary consideration will be given to proposals that demonstrate the highest qualifications and 
understanding of the Scope of Work. Consultants submitting proposals should meet the following 
criteria and provide information acknowledging such compliance: 
 

• Have dedicated staffing (including peer review ability of CEQA related studies provided 
by the MWPA), and equipment, technical and financial resources for performance and 
experience providing contract CEQA services to a public agency; 

• Have adequate equipment, technical and financial resources for performance, or demonstrate 
the ability to obtain such resources as required during performance; 

• Have the ability to cooperatively interface and have timely responsiveness with MWPA staff, 
and Board Committees; 

• Have experience with environmental analysis for vegetation management and other 
wildfire prevention methods;  

• Have experience and expertise to prepare all necessary documentation for project specific 
analyses (PSA) to tier off of the CalVTP PEIR. 

• Be otherwise qualified and eligible to receive a contract award under applicable laws and 
regulations. 

• Having previous experience working with agencies in Marin County is highly desired. 
 

V. RESPONDENT SUBMITTAL REVIEW REQUIREMENTS 
The selected consultant will demonstrate and describe how their experience qualifies them to be 
selected to provide the requested CEQA services and the RFP submittal package shall include: 
 

1. A letter of transmittal. 
2. Description of the company, its competencies and experience, as well as education and 

experience of each team member and emphasize experience relevant to the assignment. 
3. An explanation of consultant’s understanding of the MWPA’s needs related to this project, 

as outlined in the Scope of Work, including a detailed description of the methodology, 
approach and specific tasks. 

4. Background and experience, including résumés of key staff involved and brief examples 
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of similar completed project scopes that these staff members have contributed to.  Identify 
the project manager. 

5. A description of the consulting team and a consultant staffing and management plan to be 
used to complete the project Scope of Work. 

6. A description of consultant’s capabilities and ability to complete the outlined Scope of 
Work. 

7. A rate estimate for each of the tasks outlined in the Scope of Work and all services included 
in this proposal and all personnel and billing rates. 

8. Provide relevant samples of work. 
9. Provide a relevant list of project references. A minimum of three references should be 

included in an appendix to the proposal, as follows: 
o Project type (public/private, size, location, etc.) 
o List public/private contact by agency/company and individual contact along with 

address, phone number and email address (if available). 
10. A commitment to negotiate in good faith and the ability to execute a professional services 

agreement (see attached form) for completion of the tasks outlined in the Scope of Work, 
including a not- to-exceed compensation total for expenses and reimbursables. 

 
A complete proposal containing five (5) copies, including all pertinent information and 
references as requested. The submittal package shall be comprehensive, well-organized, 
concise and limited in size. Samples of documents and photographs that the respondent has 
prepared for similar projects should be included. If large, and/or multiple sample projects are 
to be submitted, please send an abridged written summary of each and digital files of the 
actual documents and photographs. (Hard cover binders are not acceptable.) 

 
VI. GENERAL CONDITIONS  

 
1. Addenda.  The MWPA will post any addenda to the MWPA website.  Proposers shall be 

responsible for ensuring that responses to all addenda are included in their submissions.  It 
is the proposer’s sole responsibility to monitor the Authority website for possible addenda 
to this RFP. 

2. RFP Questions.  Any questions about the RFP shall be submitted in writing to Executive 
Officer Mark Brown on or before _________.  The MWPA will post written responses to 
questions no later than ______.  Responses may be posted incrementally as available.    

3. Acceptance.  Submission of any response indicates acceptance of the conditions contained 
in this RFP. 

4. All reports and pertinent data and/or materials shall be the sole property of the MWPA and 
may not be used or reproduced in any form without the explicit written permission of the 
Authority. 

5. All submittals become the property of the MWPA, regardless of whether the MWPA 
enters into a contract with the consultant, and no submittals will be returned to a 
consultant.  In accordance with California law relating to access to public records, the 
MWPA may be required to publicly disclose all submitted information and materials to 
third parties requesting such information.  At the MWPA’s sole discretion, it may delay 
disclosure of submittals until negotiations with the selected consultant(s) has concluded, 
if such disclosure would compromise the MWPA’s negotiating position.  If the 
submitting consultant claims that any submitted information constitutes a trade secret or 
is proprietary, the bidder shall identify the trade secret or proprietary information in the 
submittal.  Hourly rates and pricing are not considered a trade secret or proprietary 
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information. 
6. This RFP does not commit the MWPA to award a contract, to pay any costs incurred in the 

preparation of the proposal response to this request, or to produce or contract for services 
or supplies. The MWPA reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals received 
as a result of this RFP, to negotiate with any qualified source, or to cancel in part or in its 
entirety this RFP if it is in the best interest of the MWPA to do so. The MWPA may require 
the selected consultant to participate in negotiations and to submit such price and technical 
or other revisions to their proposals, as may result from negotiations. 

7. All proposers are hereby notified that, during any prospective performance, consultant 
must agree to provide Equal Employment Opportunity and shall not discriminate against 
any employee or applicant for employment because of race, religion, color, sex, age, 
marital status, national origin, sexual orientation or HIV positive findings. Such actions 
shall include but are not limited to the following: employment, upgrading, demotion or 
transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff or termination, rate of pay or other 
forms of compensation, and selection for training, including apprenticeships. 

8. In the event of consultant’s noncompliance with the non-discrimination provisions of the 
prospective contract, the MWPA shall impose such contract sanctions as it may determine 
to be appropriate including, but not limited to, withholding of payments to consultant under 
the contract until consultant complies and/or cancellation, termination, or suspension of the 
contract, in whole or in part. 

 
VII. INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
The consultant shall maintain the minimum insurance during the duration of the project or potential 
litigation, maintain Errors and Omissions insurance and maintain records for seven (7) years as 
described in the attached sample of professional services agreement form. 

 
Please note the agreement will not be executed by the MWPA until after the consultant is selected 
and the appropriate insurance certificates are received and approved by the MWPA. 

 
VIII. FORM OF AGREEMENT 
 
The consultant will enter into an agreement with the MWPA based upon the contents of this RFP, 
the consultant’s proposal, and a standard form of agreement attached hereto. The consultant should 
describe any exceptions to the professional services agreement form and the MWPA also reserves 
the right to modify the service agreement. 
 
IX. FILING AND SELECTION PROCESS 
 
The MWPA Executive Officer (or assigned MWPA staff) will evaluate all proposals according to 
the demonstrated technical competence and suitability of the prospective consultant. The selection 
process may involve narrowing the total number of interested parties to a short list. These 
consultants may be interviewed, with one consultant being recommended for selection by the 
MWPA Board of Directors, which will make the final selection and award the contract. 

 
The MWPA reserves the right to disqualify submittals based on insufficient response to this 
Request for Proposals. The MWPA also reserves the right to negotiate specific requirements and 
costs. 
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All proposals must be received at Marin Wildfire Prevention 

Authority (MWPA) office by: 
5:00 p.m. on Monday, TBD 

 
MWPA Contact: Please direct all questions, correspondence, and proposals to: 

 
Mark Brown, Executive Officer 

Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority (MWPA) 
28 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 2800 

Sausalito, CA 94965 
(415) 539-6972 

mbrown@marinwildfire.org 
 
Attachment A:  2020 Work Plan 
Attachment B: MWPA Professional Services Agreement Form 

 
For further background information, please visit the MWPA’s website at: 
http://marinwildfire.org.  
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MARIN WILDFIRE PREVENTION AUTHORITY 

STAFF REPORT 

For the Meeting of February 4, 2021 

To:   Marin Wildfire Prevention Executive Committee 

From:  Mark Brown, Executive Officer 

Subject: Communications Strategy Development 

__________________________________________________________________ 

RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends that the Board President create an ad hoc subcommittee to support the 
Executive Officer and the staff of FIRESafe Marin to create a communications strategy for the 
MWPA. 

BACKGROUND 

It is important for the MWPA to effectively communicate with the members of the public and 
the press so they are informed of our activities and where their tax dollars is being spent.  
Effective communication will also ensure that the public receives information in order to 
increase their safety during a wildfire. 

ANALYSIS 

In order to be successful in our public outreach, the MWPA needs to have a comprehensive and 
effective communications strategy.  Currently, we have budgeted $560,000 towards public 
outreach through FIRESafe Marin and have only utilized 35% of that budget.  FIRESafe Marin 
has an effective outreach program at this time and we believe we can leverage their resources 
with our budgeted funding to create a communications strategy for the MWPA.  After meeting 
with FIRESafe Marin’s communications team, we have identified the following components for 
a potential communications strategy (this is not an exhaustive list). 
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AUDIENCES AND GOALS 

• Internal: Teach staff and partners how to consistently communicate to the external 
audiences about MWPA 

• Highly Engaged External Stakeholder Groups (includes coalition that helped pass 
Measure C, high propensity voters, Grand Jury, fiscal conservatives, environmentalists, 
Firewise Leaders, etc...): Build trust in MWPA and show a good return on investment 
 

POTENTIAL DELIVERABLES/TACTICS TO REACH AUDIENCE 

• Revamped Website - simple, clear, visually pleasing, Section 508 compliant (ADA), 
Brown Act compliant, focused on projects/progress  

• MWPA Tagline 
• MWPA Key Messages/Elevator Pitch 
• MWPA logo used consistently at all projects (magnetic vehicle decals, uniform patches, 

swag, etc...) 
• Funded by Measure C logo/project acknowledgement 
• Annual Report 
• Press Releases and Continued Outreach with IJ/Chronicle/local news -- possibly pitch a 

series of articles 
• Use FIRESafe Marin enewsletter as vehicle to promote progress -- incorporate an MWPA 

section in FSM existing monthly enewsletter 
• Style Guide – If MWPA wants to consistently present itself, would be good to have all 

elements coordinate with same fonts, colors, style, handling of logo. 
• Risk based communications strategies 
• Incorporate communications research 

 
PERSONNEL NEEDS 

• Website development – TBD 
• Overarching Communications Strategy - MWPA Ad Hoc Sub-Committee, Executive 

Officer and Communications Professionals provided through FIRESafe Marin 
• Development of Communications Deliverables – TBD 
• Ongoing support (social media, enews updates, web and project updates, etc...) – TBD 
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COMMS PROJECT MANAGEMENT NEEDS 

• Communications Calendar (ie, social posts, check ins with IJ, monthly newsletter, Annual 
Report, etc...) 

TIMELINE 

Upon the creation of an ad hoc subcommittee a rough draft of a communications strategy can 
be created by the March Executive Committee meeting for review for submission to the full 
Board at its March 18th meeting. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This project can be accomplished using existing budgeted resources.  

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW:  

The Executive Committee’s consideration of a communications strategy is not a “project” under 
the California Environmental Quality Act, because it does not involve an activity which has the 
potential to cause a direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the 
environment. (Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21065).   

Respectfully submitted,  

Mark Brown 
Executive Officer  
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MARIN WILDFIRE PREVENTION AUTHORITY 

STAFF REPORT 

For the Meeting of February 4, 2021 

To:   Marin Wildfire Prevention Executive Committee 

From:  Mark Brown, Executive Officer 

Subject: GrizzlyCorps Partnership/Application 

__________________________________________________________________ 

RECOMMENDATION 

Apply for a GrizzlyCorps fellow to be assigned to the MWPA. 

BACKGROUND 

GrizzlyCorps is a new AmeriCorps program launched in 2020 designed by Project Climate at UC 
Berkeley’s Center for Law, Energy & the Environment in partnership with California Volunteers. 
This program sends recent college graduates into rural communities across California to 
promote regenerative agri-food systems and fire and forest resilience.  

GrizzlyCorps members will work in conjunction and coordination with rural community entities 
including Cooperative Extension, Resource Conservation Districts, and NGOs, to expand the use 
of regenerative techniques. In forest communities, members will work in conjunction with local, 
state, and federal agencies, forest and industry groups, and NGOs to expand the use of 
techniques to reduce fire risk and improve watershed and soil health (and increase carbon 
uptake with broader benefits). In farming communities, fellows will work with local producers 
to improve irrigation, nutrient management, rotational grazing and other ecological 
practices. In each case, the work will translate to increased resilience and land treated with 
aggregate impacts for California agricultural and forest lands. 

For more information, please visit www.grizzlycorps.org. 
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ANALYSIS 

In 2021, GrizzlyCorps will be placing twenty-five fellows throughout California with various 
agencies supporting regenerative agri-food systems and fire and forest resilience.  After 
discussing our agency with a program manager from GrizzlyCorps there is considerable 
alignment between our mission and what GrizzlyCorps is striving to support.  They are 
accepting applications to be a GrizzlyCorps member and to be assigned a fellow to build 
capacity within the host agency.  Applications are due March 22 and awards will be made after 
March 31.  If awarded, the fellow would start for the MWPA in September and work for 11 
months supporting the Planning and Program Manager with the environmental planning and 
management of our projects.  The cost to the MWPA would be $20,000 and provision of 
workspace.  The fellow will receive a stipend and health benefits from GrizzlyCorps. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The financial impact is $20,000 plus additional rental costs at Southern Marin Fire 
Headquarters.   

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW:  

The application for a GrizzlyCorps fellow is not a “project” under the California Environmental 
Quality Act, because it does not involve an activity which has the potential to cause a direct or 
reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment. (Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 
21065).   

Respectfully submitted,  

Mark Brown 
Executive Officer  
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MARIN WILDFIRE PREVENTION AUTHORITY 

STAFF REPORT 

For the Meeting of February 4, 2021 

To:   Marin Wildfire Prevention Executive Committee 

From:  Mark Brown, Executive Officer 

Subject: Grand Jury Report – Roadblocks to Safer Evacuation in Marin 

__________________________________________________________________ 

RECOMMENDATION 

Instruct the Executive Officer to work with the Board President and Vice President to draft the 
MWPA’s response to the December 2020 Grand Jury Report for Board approval at the February 
18 Board of Directors Meeting. 

BACKGROUND 

The Marin County Civil Grand Jury issued the report “Roadblocks to Safer Evacuation in Marin” 
on December 14, 2020.  The report can be found here.1 

ANALYSIS 

The Grand Jury report identifies the many agencies involved in the development and 
management of effective evacuation plans.  The report also points out that no single agency 
has the overall jurisdictional authority to coordinate planning and implementation of 
evacuations throughout the various jurisdictions in Marin.  The report concludes: 

In conclusion, planning, executing, and building for evacuation is an enormous, complex, 
expensive, and time-consuming task that can only be achieved one step at a time. As a 
start, to meet the need for safer evacuation, Marin’s officials and agencies should 
consider evacuation impacts whenever they are planning a new roadway improvement 
project. Success in this endeavor will require dedicated attention by our elected leaders 

 
1 https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/gj/reports-responses/2019-20/roadblocks-to-
safer-evacuation-in-marin.pdf?la=en 
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and cooperation across and within Marin’s jurisdictions as well as the Transportation 
Authority of Marin and the Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority. With recognition of the 
progress made so far and in view of the extensive work that remains to be done, the 
Grand Jury is recommending the next steps needed to build for evacuation. 

The MWPA is required to respond to the following Findings 1, 2 and 9 and Recommendation 5. 

Findings  

F1.  No single agency or jurisdiction is taking responsibility and authority for building 
infrastructure for safe evacuation routes across jurisdictions in Marin County.  

F2.  There is confusion in the county as to who has ultimate responsibility and authority for 
ensuring that Marin has safe evacuation routes.  

F9.  The Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority’s Advisory/Technical Committee would benefit 
from having the expertise of the Transportation Authority of Marin to advise on evacuation 
infrastructure needs.  

Recommendations 

R5.  Within 120 days of the date of this report, the Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority 
should invite a Transportation Authority of Marin representative to become an at-large, 
nonvoting member of its Advisory/Technical Committee to support program development, 
funding, and implementation of improvements in evacuation routes.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

There is no fiscal impact.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW:  

The drafting of the response to the Grand Jury report is not a “project” under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, because it does not involve an activity which has the potential to 
cause a direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment. (Cal. Pub. 
Res. Code § 21065).   

Respectfully submitted,  

Mark Brown 
Executive Officer  
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MWPA BOARD OF DIRECTORS AGENDA     

Thursday, Februry 18, 2021  
10:00 a.m. 

  
https://zoom.us/j/93068198420 

 
Or Telephone: 
669-900-6833 

Meeting ID: 930 6819 8420 
 

For those joining by phone use: *9 to “raise your hand” and *6 to mute/unmute  
 
ATTENTION: This will be a virtual meeting of the Board of Directors of the Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority 
pursuant to Executive Order N-29-20 issued by the Governor of the State of California. There will not be a public 
location for participating in this meeting, but any interested member of the public can participate telephonically by 
utilizing the dial-in information printed on this agenda.  

 
1. Call to order.  
 
2. Roll Call.  

David Kimball 
Sashi McEntee  
Rachel Kertz 
Gabe Paulson 
Dennis Rodoni                   
Kathryn Donohue             

Barry Evergettis 
Bill Shea 
Paul Jeschke 
Bruce Goines 
Tom Finn 
Cathryn Hilliard  

Mark White  
Bob Ravasio 
Barbara Coler 
Julie McMillan 
Steve Burdo

 

3. Agenda Adjustments. 
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4. Open time for public expression.  The public is welcome to address the Board of Directors at this 
time on matters not on the agenda that are within the jurisdiction of the Board.  Please be advised 
that pursuant to Government Code Section 54954.2, the Board is not permitted to discuss or take 
action on any matter not on the agenda. Comments may be no longer than three minutes and 
should be respectful to the community.  Please silence your cell phones during the meeting / mute 
your microphone when not reporting out. 

 
5. Executive Officer’s Report – Verbal Report. 

Information Only, such as information about Executive, Finance and Citizens’ Oversight Committee 
Updates. 

 
6. Consent Calendar. 

The opportunity for public comment on consent agenda items will occur prior to the Board's 
discussion of the consent agenda.  The Committee may approve the entire consent agenda with one 
action.  In the alternative, items on the consent agenda may be removed by any Committee or staff 
member, for separate discussion and vote. 
 
a. Acknowledge January 13, 2021 MWPA Citizens’ Oversight Committee minutes. 
b. Approve January 21, 2021 MWPA Board of Directors Meeting minutes. 
c. Acknowledge January 26, 2021 MWPA Citizens’ Oversight Committee minutes. 
d. Acknowledge January 28, 2021 MWPA Operations Committee minutes. 
e. Acknowledge February 4, 2021 MWPA Executive Committee minutes. 
f. Acknowledge February 4, 2021 MWPA Advisory/Technical Committee minutes 
g. Approve Amendment to agreement with Jean Bonander for Consulting Services – Staff Report 

attached. 
h. Adopt MWPA Board Ordinance No. 01 Establishing Informal Bidding Procedures Under the 

California Uniform Public Construction Cost Accounting Act – Staff Report attached. 
i. Review MWPA Budget Report. 
j. Adopt MWPA Resolution No. 21-02 to Establish the MWPA Conflict of Interest Code in 

accordance with the requirements of the Political Reform Act 
 

7. Update on Environmental Compliance Process and Discuss Next Steps. 
Recommendation: That the Executive Committee review the latest Remy Moose Manley memo and 
authorize staff to issue the proposed  Environmental Consultant RFP.  
 

8. Grizzly Corps Partnership/Application. 
Recommendation: apply for a GrizzlyCorps fellow to be assigned to the MWPA. 
 

9. Grand Jury Report. 
Recommendation: approve the written response to the Grand Jury. 
 

10. Committee Reports. 
a. Operations Committee Update – Report.  
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b. Advisory/Technical Committee Update – Report. 
c. FIRESafe Marin Program of Work and Projects Update – Report. 
d. Ingress/Egress Study RFP – Report. 

 
11. MWPA Board of Directors Remote Retreat – Part II. 

Recommendation: placeholder language pending ad hoc subcommittee recommendations. 
 

12. Information Items. 
 
13. Board Members Request Future Agenda Items. 
 
14. Adjourn. 

 
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this 
meeting, please contact the MWPA at 415-539-MWPA (6972). Notification at least 48 hours prior to the 
meeting will enable the Agency to make reasonable accommodation to help insure accessibility to this 
meeting.   
 

Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Board of Directors regarding any item on this agenda 
after the distribution of the original packet will be made available for public inspection at 28 Liberty Ship Way, 
Suite 2800, Sausalito CA 94965. *Note as of 4/30/20 offices are closed to the public.  Therefore, documents will 
be made available upon request and will be available online at www.marinwildfire.org  
 

Notice is hereby given that the Board of Directors may discuss and/or take action on any or all of the items listed 
on this agenda. If any of these matters above are challenged in Court, you may be limited to raising only those 
issues you or someone else raised at any public hearing described on this agenda, or in written correspondence 
delivered at, or prior to, this Council meeting.  Judicial review of an administrative decision of the Board of 
Directors must be filed with the Court not later than the 90th day following the date of the Board meeting decision 
(Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6)  
 
I certify that this agenda was posted on the Public Notice Bulletin Board on or before Monday, February 15, 2021 
at 3:00 pm. 
 
 
____________________________________    
Mark Brown, Executive Officer 
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